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Chambers, and pass on.   Though he kept his own counsel and pre- 1874-1886
sented an unruffled front to his small circle of friends, the iron might    ge
well have entered into his soul during these lean foiled years.
But the home which his wife created and the atmosphere—rich
in warmth and healing—which she diffused there would have brought
balm to a more embittered spirit than his, and restored buoyancy to
one more easily disheartened. While none of his letters to her
survives—almost certainly he destroyed them after her death—he
kept hers. They are such letters as pass between people who are
seldom parted, and are mainly concerned with small household
problems or mishaps, or incidents in which the children are involved.
Bertie has got lost on the Heath : the mice have been at the pre-
serves again : Raymond (aged seven) has seen a python's discarded
skin at the Zoo and described it as an " outworn fetter broken
and cast off by its soul." The atmosphere that disengages itself
from the artless pages is one of penetrating homeliness* Funda-
mentals are not touched on, because taken for granted; but the
flotsam of trivial recorded incident is carried along on a warm deep
current of implied understanding and devotion.
She was completely unworldly, and the only value she attached to
his success was that it was his. Violent stimulus he neither demanded
nor received from her : but she could be counted on, after the buffets
of the day, to salve, to refresh, to rebuild: to " knit up the
ravelled sleeve of care," and for a spell to make the world seem well
lost. And when she died in 1891, he could say with truth that she
had given him eighteen years of unclouded happiness*
IV
The means by which Asquith during the first seven or eight brief-
less years bridged the gulf between the few hundreds a year his wife
brought to him and the modest competence which they in practice
enjoyed, were of many kinds. His Balliol Fellowship, a valu-
able but wasting asset, expired in 1881, His main supplementary
sources of income were lecturing and journalism* Reference
has already been made to the lectures he gave in the early
'eighties for the Law Society. He also lectured on Economics for
the London Society for the Extension of University Teaching*
Forty years later he disinterred the printed summaries of these
strenuous but ill-paid discourses: and was, he said, filled with amaze-
ment and humiliation to find how much he had forgotten, As to
journalism, he wrote, week after week, until about 1885 one of the
two leading articles in the Economist, and seems to have been

